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NEWS 
It’s all about Zain… 

Danny Rafael was first introduced to Zain by the talented vMaree (a 
multi skilled rapper, singer and manager to be featured next issue). 
Both vMaree and Zain had wanted to do a cover of ‘Somebody to You,’ 
originally performed by The Vamps & Demi Levato. The song had been 
quite popular on Australian Radio and both Zain and vMaree wanted to 
release a YouTube Video that would get some attention from the music 
industry (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zO_bHR6NF88).!

When asked to recall the first time he recorded Zain’s vocals, D:Raf 
said, “Zain has a voice that just cuts through the mix, a voice that is 
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“Zain has a voice that 
just cuts through the 
mix, a voice that is 
smooth but still has 
plenty of emotion.”        

 - DANNY RAFAEL

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zO_bHR6NF88
http://www.draf.com.au
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smooth but still has plenty of emotion.” Since their 
first encounter D:Raf and Zain have been 
collaborating on a new album of original material 
that features Zain’s lyrics and melody and D:Raf’s 
signature sound and music.  !

“Working with Danny has been so easy, and I could 
not be happier with the results,” remarks Zain. The 
songs at the moment are going through the 
mastering process at D:Raf Studio, however 
samples of ‘Let me Out of Here’ and ‘Hurts Just a 
Little’ are sure to impress many fans and gain 
attention in the Australian music market. The 
release of the album is expected around the middle 
of 2015. !

In the meantime, Zain has been performing at 
various venues across Melbourne and wowing 
audiences everywhere with his impressive vocals. 
Manager and recording partner vMaree is 
overwhelmed with the interest Zain is accumulating 
and the public anticipation for the new album. “At 
the moment, we are reviewing many avenues for 
the distribution of Zain’s work. Whether we go with 
WedgeTail records, Melodic Music, D:Raf 
Recording Studio or independently, each option has 
plenty of merit,” states vMaree. !

The vision at D:Raf Recording Studio has always been to provide it’s 
clients with the full package of developing their artistic expression and 
offering ongoing and considerable support through whatever music 

business venture they want to follow. “It’s 
important that music creativity is essentially 
what drives us at D:Raf Studio. Music 
‘business’ needs to sometimes take a 
backseat to this. Nobody wants to hear 
music that is too cliché and driven by only 
predicted profits,” remarks Danny Rafael. !

One thing is always certain at D:Raf Studio 
– that the artist comes first, and quality 
recordings are produced ready for any type 
of commercial distribution. !

To make bookings you can phone or SMS 0413 267 487. Alternatively, 
you can email at draf.recordings@gmail.com. If you require further 
information or want to follow D:Raf, please visit www.draf.com.au. 
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“I could not believe 
the quality of work put 
forward, at such an 
affordable price.” 

- ZAIN MITCHLAN 

PURCHASE THE NEW 
SINGLE ‘LET ME OUT 
OF HERE’ !
https://
itunes.apple.com/au/
album/let-me-out-of-
here-single/
id974721044!!!!
Edited by Thomas 
Matkovic. !

"Working with 
Danny has been 
so easy and I 
could not be 
happier with the 
results!” 

  - ZAIN MITCHLAN
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